m    HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL
Ckettk's Harvey against their dead friend, was probably the author of a
" Piers curious little book, Piers Plawnes seaven yeres Prenthhip (1595),
Pla™~ which opens as a pastoral novelette and then turns into a picaresque
tale with an unmistakable likeness to La%anllo de Tormes.1 A
party of Thessalian shepheids are discovcied talking together and
reciting tales in the vale of Tempe. One of them, Piers himself—the
name was stolen from Nashe, who dubbed himself Pierce Pennilesse
—relates his experiences under a succession of masteis, seven in all,
the same number as Lazanllo's. The seventh is one of the present
company, Corydon the plow-swain. He describes the hectoring
and cowardly soldier, the intriguing courtier, the fiaudulent broker
who tries to swindle the usurer with whom Piers next takes service 5
and then plunges into more romantic events, the story of ^liana,
virgin-queen of Crete, who was in peril from a usuiper and from
the incestuous passion of her uncle, regent during her minority. She
is delivered from her troubles by the heroic young prince -ffimilius,
who after various ups and downs of fortune weds her, and is crowned
king of Crete. This is the first English story in which direct
imitation of Spanish picaresque fiction is evident. Touches like the
account of the starvation fare provided at the house of the miserly
Ulpian—a humorous topic recurring in almost every Spanish story
of the kind—leave no shadow of doubt as to Chettle's sources. But
the tales are deftly intertwined with the dialogue and the incidents
of a shepherd's day, and there are some pleasant lyrics in between >
though the mixture seems to have been too heterogeneous even for
the easy-going tastes of that day, and Chettle never had the book
reprinted nor went on with a half-promised continuation.
The most direct imitation of the Arcadia was a performance by
Lady a niece of Sidney's, the Lady Mary Wroath, daughter of the Earl
of Leicester. She called it, The Countess of Mountgomeries Urania
(1^21^ an<* blazoned ner kinship to Sir Philip and his sister, the
Countess of Pembroke, at the head of a pictorial title-page. Carried
away by ingenuous enthusiasm for her brilliant relative, the Lady
Mary, who at all events had personality enough—or noble lineage—
to impress Ben Jonson and receive the dedication of his Alchemist:,
copies and outdoes Sidney's utmost extravagances, both in the
story and in the mode of telling it. For Arcadia she substitutes the
1 Pters Platnnes is epitomized by Chandler (vol  i, pp  200-202)

